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ABSTRACT

Stroke is a cardiovascular disease that occurs whenever blood supply to the brain is stopped. For the diagnosis of the brain strokes, characterization of the progress of the disease and monitoring the treatment therapies, neuro-imaging techniques in the form of Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) are widely used. Accurate segmentation and classification of stroke affected regions are essential for correct detection and diagnosis. Image classification is a critical step for high-level processing of automatic brain stroke classification. In this paper, a method is proposed for classifying the MRI images into stroke and non-stroke images. Features are extracted using Watershed segmentation and Gabor filter. The extracted features are classified using Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method with varying number of features.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Infraction refers to tissue death caused whenever blood supply to the tissues are interrupted. Any tissue of the human body may be affected by the infarction. Based on the tissue affected infarctions are named as Myocardial infarction, Cerebral Infraction, Retinal infraction, Limb infraction, Splenic infarction, etc. Cerebral infraction takes place when the blood supply to the brain tissues is interrupted. Cerebral infraction is otherwise called as Brain attack. Disturbance in blood supply may occur because of blockage in a delivering artery, a rupture of an artery or compression of an artery due to a tumor. Brain infarction is often associated with high blood pressure. If blood flow is blocked for several minutes, the brain is deprived of blood and oxygen, so brain cells begin to die at a rate of 12 million cells per minute, causing permanent damage.

Infarction leads to stroke. Stroke is a cardiovascular disease occurs when blood supply to brain is interrupted [1]. During this period blood cells stop their functioning temporarily. There are two major types of stroke: ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke [2]. Hemorrhagic stroke occurs when there is a sudden rupture in blood vessels supplying blood to the brain. Ischemic stroke occurs when a blood clot blocks the artery supplying blood to the brain. This may happen in two ways:

- Thrombotic stroke is caused by clot in an already narrow artery. The artery becomes narrow due to plaque which is a sticky substance collected on the wall of the artery due to fat, cholesterol and other substances.
- Embolic stroke is caused by clots which have broken off from a blood vessel in the brain, or from some other part of the body.

Strokes cause short term memory loss, short attention span, and emotional problems. Severe strokes result in the loss of brain functions and can cause paralysis, memory loss, speech impairment, coma, or death. Diagnosis of the brain strokes, characterization of the progress of the disease and monitoring the treatment therapies use neuro-imaging techniques. Among the different imaging of brains such as Computed Tomography (CT) [3, 4], FLAIR [5], and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images [6], MRI has been proven for higher accuracy and fewer safety risks and provides a greater range of information than CT [7].
Accurate segmentation and classification of stroke affected regions is essential for correct detection and diagnosis. This process is done by well experienced radiologists but still it is a challenging task because of time consumption and inter and intra subject variability. Correct prediction also depends on the expert’s domain knowledge. For example, segmentation of brain regions to find abnormal regions by experts has variability from 14 to 22% approximately [8].

Some of the segmentation methods are based on thresholding, region growing, clustering, artificial networks, deformable models, atlas guided approaches and watershed segmentation [9, 10]. Automated methods are helpful to make a quick decision by the radiologists. Feature extraction and selection also plays an important role in classifying regions into stroke and non-stroke. Selecting suitable variable is important for successful implementation of an image classification.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are widely applied for functions such as approximation, feature extraction, and classification [11]. Image processing methods such as enhancing of an image, registration, segmentation, feature extraction, and recognition and classification also use ANNs [12]. In a high-level processing such as brain tumor classification, object recognition and image classification steps are critical. Thus, ANN is used for classification in this study.

In this work it is proposed to study the automatic classification of MRI images into stroke and non-stroke images. The proposed method extracts features from the MRI brain images using Watershed segmentation and Gabor filter. Feature reduction is accomplished using Information Gain (IG). Top 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 140 and 160 features are extracted for classification. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is used to classify the extracted features.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Bala presented an Improved Watershed Image Segmentation Technique [13]. In mathematical morphology, Watershed Transformation is a powerful tool for image segmentation. Watershed transformation was based on edge detection algorithms and used gradient operators. But it suffered from over segmentation. To avoid over segmentation image enhancement and noise removal techniques with the Prewitt’s edge detection operator were introduced. When evaluating the results of segmentation this method showed more accurate segmentation results and reduced the problem of over segmentation.

Kailashet et al presented Brain Tumor Classification Using Neural Network Based Methods [14]. Classification of MRI images was a challenging task because of variance and complexity of brain lesions. Two Neural Network techniques were used for the classification of the MR brain images. Features were extracted using discrete wavelet transformation (DWT). Then the number of features was reduced by using principles component analysis (PCA) to the more essential features. During classification two classifiers were based on supervised machine learning used. One was feed forward artificial neural network (FF-ANN) and the second classifier was Back-Propagation Neural Network. The classifiers were used to classify the subjects as normal or abnormal MRI brain images.

Bagher-Ebadian et al [15] presented methods for predicting the extent of Ischemic Infarction based on ANN. The final size of the ischemic lesion is important in hemispheric ischemic stroke to correlate clinical functional outcome. A set of acute-phase MR images were used as inputs to ANN to predict the outcome measure in 3 months. The ANN was trained and tested using 12 subjects. On training, the ANN was able to produce maps of predicted outcome that were well correlated. Thus, an ANN can be efficiently trained to provide an estimate of 3-month ischemic lesion.

Shanthi et al [16] investigated the effectiveness of ANN for predicting the Thrombi-embolic stroke disease. The proposed ANN was evaluated for various types of stroke. Back propagation algorithm was used for training the ANN. Experimental results demonstrated that the classification of stroke using the proposed method was satisfactory, achieving an overall predictive accuracy of 88.5%.

Golovko et al [23] proposed integration of nonlinear principal component analysis (NPCA) neural network and MLP for identifying transient ischemic attacks. The proposed method was evaluated using the clinical observation of 114 patients. A recognition accuracy of 78% for the testing dataset was achieved.

3. METHODOLOGY

The various steps for classification of the brain MRI images as stroke and non-stroke are as shown in Figure 1.
The brain MRI image to be classified is segmented with Watershed algorithm and the features are extracted using Gabor filter. Features are selected using Info-gain. Varying number of features is selected (20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140 and 160) and used to classify the image as stroke and non-stroke by the MLP.

Watershed is the segmentation algorithm based on edge detection [17]. A watershed refers to a basin-like landform with distinct ridgelines descending into lower elevations. The homogeneous regions in an image have low gradient values and edges have high gradient values. If an image surface is flooded from its minima, the image is segmented into two different sets representing the catchment basins and the watershed lines. The catchment basins refer to the homogeneous grey level regions of the image and the watershed lines are the edges.

Watershed transformation is a powerful segmentation process due to its simplicity, speed and complete division of the image [18]. It produces closed contours even for images with low contrast and weak boundaries. The main problem of watershed transform is its sensitivity to intensity variations, resulting in over segmentation, which occurs when the image is segmented into an unnecessarily large number of regions [19].

Gabor filters are linear filters used for edge detection [20]. As the frequency and orientation of Gabor filters are similar to the human visual system, it is advantageously applied to texture representation and discrimination. A 2D Gabor filter is a Gaussian kernel function modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave in the spatial domain. All the Gabor filters are self-similar and are generated from one mother wavelet by dilation and rotation. Features are extracted using a set of Gabor filters with different frequencies and orientations.

The one-dimensional Gabor filter is defined as the Multiplication of a cosine/sine (even/odd) wave with Gaussian windows as follows [21],

\[ G_x(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2}} \cos(2\pi w_0 x) \]

\[ G_0(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2}} \sin(2\pi w_0 x) \]

Where \( w_0 \) defines the centre frequency and \( \sigma \) is the spread of the Gaussian window. The features extracted using watershed algorithm and Gabor filter are ranked based on its information gain value. Higher values of information gain indicate the informativeness of the feature. In this study, after ranking the features, the top 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140 and 160 features are selected as the feature set and utilized for classification.

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) consists of multiple layers of computational units, interconnected in a feed-forward way. Perceptron from each layer is connected to the perceptron of the successive layer [22]. In this study, the number of neurons in the input layer depends on the number of features. Thus, the number of input neurons varies from 20 to 160. The MLP consists of one hidden layer, and consists of 50% of the input neurons i.e., 10 to 80 neurons. The input values are mapped into output values using activation functions.

Sigmoidal function is used in this study. The activation function for sigmoidal function is given as follows:

\[ f(z) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-z}} \]

The output values range from 0 to 1.

MLPs use an assortment of learning techniques; the most popular one is back-propagation. During training, the output values are compared with actual values to compute the value of the error. The error is then back propagated through the network, during which the algorithm adjusts the weights of each connection to reduce the value of the error. This process is repeated for a number of training cycles, the network converges to a state where the error is small. Thus, the MLPs are trained to classify the images. Table 1 gives the architecture of the MLP used in this study.

---

Table 1 Architecture of the MLP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Extraction - Gabor Filters</th>
<th>Select 20, 40, 80, 100, 120, 140 and 160 features</th>
<th>Classify MRI Image - MLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Image</td>
<td>Image segmentation - Watershed</td>
<td>Feature reduction - Info Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feature Extraction - Gabor Filters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method, a dataset of 52 DWI scan images are compiled. The images were procured from the MRI Department of Vijaya Health Centre, India. Of the 52 images, 25 images are of positive stroke images. Experts in the radiology department have reviewed the dataset for precise classification of patients with stroke. Figure 2 shows some of the MRI images used in the current study.

![Sample MRI images used in the study](image)

Table 2: Classification Accuracy and Root Mean Squared Error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification Accuracy %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is observed from figure 3 that the best classification performance is achieved by sigmoidal function with 80, 100 and 120 features. Classification accuracy of 88.46% was achieved with low RMSE. It is also seen that with the increase in number of features the classification accuracy reduces.

Table 3 gives the precision and recall achieved for the varying number of features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Features</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 and 6 shows the precision and recall curve.

The precision and recall is the highest when the number of features is 80, 100 and 120 as seen from figure 5 and 6.

The classification accuracy achieved from the proposed method is satisfactory when compared with the works available in the literature [16, 23]. This study used a small training set to train the neural network. It is required to use a larger dataset to avoid processing errors due to image quality, image deformation or artifacts which can affect the neural networks efficiency.

5. CONCLUSION

This study proposes a method for classification of MRI brain image as stroke and non-stroke. The proposed method extracts features from the MRI brain images using Watershed segmentation and Gabor filter. Feature reduction is accomplished by ranking features using Information gain. The top 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140 and 160 features are used for classification. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is used to classify the extracted features.

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the MLP with sigmoid function. Efficiency of the proposed method in classifying the brain images with varying number of features is investigated.
Results show that the best classification performance is achieved by sigmoidal function with 80 to 120 features with low root mean square error and high precision.

Future work aims to optimize the number of features to improve accuracy in classification. Further work is required to detect and classify different types of strokes such as chronic infarcts, hemorrhages and so on.
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